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ABSTRACT 
P.M. Cohn has proved the remarkable theorem, that every invertible n × n matrix over a free alge- 
bra is the product of elementary n × n matrices, see [C1], [C2]. In this note we prove the analogue for 
symplectic 2 × 2 matrices over free algebras relative to a homogeneous involution: every symplectic 
2 × 2 matrix is the product of elementary symplectic 2 × 2 matrices. 
In Section 1 we define the group Sp2(R) of symplectic 2 x 2 matrices over an involutive ring R. 
The group ESp2(R) generated by elementary symplectic matrices is introduced in Section 3. 
In Section 2 we prove a reducibility criterion for homogeneous polynomials in a free algebra 
K(X) over a commutative field K. It leads to a special form in the factorization of symmetric 
homogeneous polynomials, ee Corollary to Proposition 2.2. 
We prove in Section 4 that ESpz(K(X)) = Sp2(K(X)), if the involution on K(X) is homogeneous. 
In a subsequent article we will show that the main result is also true for 2g × 2g symplectic ma- 
trices over free algebras relative to homogeneous involutions, g _> 1. It seems that a proof of this 
result will be much more complicated than the case g = 1. 
1. SYMPLECTIC 2 × 2 MATRICES 
In this article an involut ive ring is defined to be a pair R = (R0, *) where Ro is 
an associative ring with unit and • is an ant i - isomorphism of  R0 with * o • = id. 
R0 is called the underlying ring of  R and • the involution of  R. 
a a* c* R2X2 I fm = (c b) E R 2×2 is a 2 × 2 rfiatrix over R, then also m* := (b* d*) E 
and the map m H m* is an involution of  the ring R 2 × 2 of  2 x 2 matrices over R. 
Le t j  := (~)  E R2×2. Then j  *= - jandj. j* = 12×2. 
Define Sp2(R) : -  {m E GL2(R) : mjm* =j} .  It is easy to check that Sp2(R) is 
a subgroup of GL2(R); it is called the group of 2 x 2 symplectic matrices over R. 
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(,1~ R2x2 Sp2(R) i f  and only i f  the fo l -  Proposit ion 1.1. Let  m = ~ j j  E . Then m E 
lowing equat ions hold." 
(1) da* - cb* = 1. 
(2) dc* = cd*. 
(3) ba* = ab*. 
(4) a 'd -  c*b = 1. 
(5) a*c = c*a. 
(6) b*d = d*b. 
Proof. m E Sp2(R) i ffm is invertible and jm* j  -1 is a right inverse ofm. 
Thus m E Sp2(R)  iff jrn*j 1 is the right and left inverse ofm. 
As m* = (~[ )  and jm* j  i = (_a[ ,b~) we see that m. jm* j  1 = 12×2 i f f (1)-  
(3) hold as 1 = 1" = (da* - cb*)* = ad* - bc* and jm* j  I . m = 12x2 iff(4) - (6) 
hold as 1 = 1" = (a 'd -  c'b)* = d 'a -  b* c. [] 
ab R2x2 Sp2(R) ifandonly ~f Corollary 1.2. Let  m = (o a) E . Then m E 
(1) ad* = d*a = 1, 
(2) (a-lb)* = a lb. 
Let E(a)  := ( '~)  E R 2×2 for a E R. 
Corollary 1.3. The fo l lowing condit ions are equivalent 
(1) (1,[) E Sp2(R),  
(2) ( '  ~) E Sp2(R),  
(3) E(a)  E Sp2(R),  
(4) a = a*. 
Let [A,#] : :  (0 a ~) c R 2×2. 
Corollary 1.4. [A, #] E Sp2(R)  i f fA,  # are units in R and A/z* : 1. 
Remark 1.5. I fR  n × n denotes the ring o fn  x n matrices over R, there is a unique 
involution • on R n×" such that (aegj)* = a*eji for a E R and all the matrix units 
eij, 1 <_ i , j  < n. Thus R n × n is an involutive ring. 
I fn  -- 2m is even, then R 2mx2m ~ (Rm×m) 2×2. I fSp2m(R)  := {x C GL2m(R), 
XjmX* =jm}, wherejm =(  1° ...... ol ....... )E  R2m x 2m, then Sp2,n(R) is a subgroup 
of GL2m(R) .  It is straightforward to show that Sp2m(R) ~ Sp2(R ...... ). 
2. ON FACTORIZATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUS POLYNOMIALS 
Let K be a commutat ive field, X a set and K(X)  the associative algebra with 
unit freely generated by X. I fM  is the monoid freely generated by X, then K(X)  
is the monoid algebra K[M] of M over K. 
I fMo  = { 1 } and Mr is the set of  words over X of  length r, then M = U,.~=0M,.. 
I fm E Mr, then m is called monomia l  of  degree r in K(X) .  
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Let Ar be the K-module generated by Mr. Then A = K(X) = ®r~=oAr and 
Ar • As C_ Ar+s. Thus the family (At)r_>0 turns A into a graded algebra. 
Let {Xm :m E M} be the family of  K-l inear maps A ~ K such that 
Xm(m') ~- ~m,m' for m,m' ¢ M. The monomia l  support supp ( f ) , f  E A, 
is defined to be {m c M:  Xm(f)  ¢ 0}. I f  f ¢ 0, then 
deg( f )  := max{deg(m) :m ¢ supp ( f )}  E N. It is easy to obtain the degree 
formula deg(fg) = deg( f )  + deg(g) for f ,  g ¢ A - {0}. 
Proposit ion 2.1. Let f ~ 0 be a homogeneous polynomial of degree t, which 
means: f  E At, t > 0, 0 < r < t. 
There is a decomposition f = gh with g c Ar, h ¢ At r i f  and only if the follow- 
ing equations hold." 
For all ml,m2 C Mr, nl,n2 E Mt-r  one has X,,~,,,(f) "Xm~_n2(f) = Xmln2(f)" 
Xm:n, ( f ) .  
Proof. (1) I f f  =gh and m E Mr, then there are uniquely determined ml ¢ 
Mr,m2 ¢Mt - r  such that m=mlm2.  Then Xm(f)=Xm~(g)Xm2(h) • I f  n E 
Mt,nl C Mr, n2 E Mt - r  with n=nln2,  then xn(f )  = Xnj(g)x,2(h) and also 
~mln2 ( f )  = ~ml (g)~n2 (h), ~nlm2 ( f )  = ~nl (g)Xm2 (h). The system of  equations 
follow. 
(2) Assume now that the above equations for the coefficient o f f  are full- 
filled. 
Choose ml E Mr, nl C M, - r  such that ~)~mln I ( f )  ¢ O. 
Let g = ~-~mcMr .~mnl ( f ) "  (Xm~,, ( f ))  ' .m and h = ~-~,¢M,_r Xmln(f) .n. 
Then Xmn(gh) ~- Xmn(f) for all m E Mr, n E Mt r. Thus f = gh as gh is also 
homogeneous of  degree t. []  
The following proposit ion is related to the result of  P.M. Cohn, that any atomic 
2-fir is a unique factorization domain, see [C2], (3.2). 
Proposition 2.2. Let f E A be a homogeneous polynomial, g, gt, h, h ' ¢ A such that 
f = gh t = gth 
and deg(g) < deg(g'). 
Then there is q C A such that 
gt = gq, 
(1) 
h t = qh. 
Proof. (1) It is easy to show that g, gt,h, ht are all homogeneous by using the 
degree formula. Let r = deg(g),r' = deg(g'),s = deg(h),s' = deg(h'). Then 
r + s t = r t + s and r < r t. Thus r t = r + t for some t E [~ and s t = s + t. 
(2) Let a iCMr ,b iEMt  for i=1 ,2  and eCMs with xc(h)¢O.  Then 
Xaibi(gt) " Xc(h) = Xai(g) " Xbic(h'). 
We get that 
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~alb  I (g')x~,:b2(g') = X,tt,2(g') "X~2b, (g') 
because both sides are equal to 
(xc(h)) -2- X , , l  (g)xb,c(h')xh:,(h') 
By Proposit ion 2.1 we obtain q E At such that gl = gq. 
(3) In the same way we get ql E At such that h t = q'h. Then gqh = gq'h 
which shows that q = q' as A has no zero-divisors. [] 
Let cr : X --, X be a permutat ion of X with cr o cr = idx. There is a unique K-al- 
gebra ant i - i somorphism • = ,~ on K(X) such that x* = ~r(x) for all variables 
x E X. Also • o ,  = id and thus (K(X), ,)  is an involutive K-algebra. I f  
f E K(X) is homogeneous of degree r, then f *  is also homogeneous of degree r. 
Definition 2.3. A K-algebra involution • on K(X) is called homogeneous,  if f*  
is homogeneous  of  degree r whenever f E K(X) is homogeneous of degree r. 
Example 2.4. Let X = {Xl,X2} and • be the involution on K(X) with x~ = 
x2, xf  = xl. I f  J is the two-sided ideal in K(X) generated by x2xl - 1, then 
J *= J and thus • induces an involution on the residue class algebra B = 
K(X)/ J .  I f  x(resp, y) is the class of xl (resp. x2) in B, then yx = 1 but xy ¢ 1, 
see [J]. I f  m= (~'/~), then m*= (i~ °) and jm:j-' =m* and m.jm*j ' =- 12×2 
whilejm*j -lm ¢ [2×2. 
Corollary 
f = gh*,g, 
nomial s E 
2.5. Let f be a symmetric homogeneous polynomial ~ 0 in A. If 
h E A and deg(g) < deg(h) there is a symmetric homogeneous poly- 
A such that 
h -=gs. 
Proof. f = g-  h* = (gh*)* = hg* becausef  is symmetric.  F rom Proposit ion 2.2 
we get s E A such that 
h = gs 
h* =sg* .  
Thenf  = gsg* = gs*g* and thus s = s*. [] 
3. ELEMENTARY SYMPLECT IC  GROUP 
Let E:(R) be the subgroup of the group GL:(R) of units of the matr ix algebra 
R 2×2 generated by the elementary matrices (~,~),(1~) for all a E R. As 
, 11 0 ,  1)( , 0)(0 1) = ( , 0) = J  this group is also generated by the matr ices E(a) = 
a l  ( l o) = (0 l - ' / ) " J  = J (1  o) for all a E R, see [C1]. 
Let ESp2(R) be the subgroup of Sp2(R) generated by all matr ices (ol al), (ol o) 
in Sp2(R). From Corol lary 1.3 it follows that ESp2(R) is the group generated by 
(~ ~), (1, ~) for all symmetr ic  elements of R. A l so j  E ESp2(R). 
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We call ESp2(R) the elementary symplectic group of the involutive ring R. 
Proposition 3.1. Let U*(R) be the subgroup of the group U(R) of units of R 
generated by the symmetric elements in U(R). 
Then the map a ~ [~, (c~*) -I] is a group monomorphism U*(R) -+ ESp2(R). 
Proof. (1)Let  c~ be a symmetric unit. Then (l~)(_~ o) (~) :  (_o , ; ) c  
ESp2(R) and ( 0 ; ) j - ,  = (0 0 ) c ESp2(R). 
(2) Let ~ c U*(R). Then there are symmetric units tyl,...,o- r such that 
~,0 ~0 ) (0 is in a=cr,cr2...cr~. As (0 ~,') are in ESp2(R), also (0 ~,' "'"" ~°  ) 
ESp2(R) which is however ~ 0 (o(o./,). [] 
4. MAIN RESULT 
Let A be an involutive K-algebra whose underlying algebra is K(X) and whose 
involution is homogeneous. 
Proposition 4.1. ESp2(A) = Sp2(A). 
ab Proof. (1) Let m = (o d) C Sp2(A) .  It follows from Corollary 1.2 that a, d are 
(aO "~(l s units in A. The unit group of A is known to be K*. Thus m = ~o u ~J~o l), a E 
K*,s = s*. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that (Oa°a ') t E ESp2(A). Thus m C 
-ba ESp2(A) and thus m = ESpz(A). If m= (~0 b) ESp2(A) then mj= (o, . )  c 
(mj)j -1 c ESp2(A). 
(2) Let T be the complement of ESpz(A) in Spz(A) and assume that T is not 
empty. 
I fm <,b = (,. d) E T, then c ~ 0, d ~ 0 by (1) and deg(m) := deg(c) + deg(d) E N. 
We may choose m C T such that deg(m) _< deg(m') for all m' c T. If m = (~d)a b 
and deg(c) > deg(d) then mj = (-b ,q d ~J E T and deg(mj) = deg(m). 
Thus we may assume without loss of generality that deg(c) G deg(d). From 
Proposition 1.1 we have dc* = cd* which is thus a symmetric element in A. 
Let g(resp, h) be the leading homogeneous term of c(resp, d). Then deg(g) _< 
deg(h) and the leading homogeneous term of c* (resp. d*) is g* (resp. h *) and we 
get 
hg* = gh*. 
By the Corollary to Proposition 2.2 we get a symmetric s E A such that 
h=g.s .  
Then m' :=m.  (~-~) = ~c(a b-sahd_scj and (~-~) C ESp2(A). 
If deg(d) = r, w E supp(d), deg(w) = r, then Xw(d) = Xw(SC) by the above 
construction ofs. And thus deg(d - sc) < deg(d). 
I fd  - sc = O, then m' E ESp2(A) by (1) and then also m = m' .  (~ ~) • T which 
is a contradiction. 
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Thus d-  se¢  O. Then deg(m') = deg(c) + deg(d -  sc) < deg(m). Thus 
rn'~ T. Then also m = m'(01 'i) C ESp2(A) which is again a contradiction. [] 
Example 4.2. I f  B is the involutive algebra in the example of  Section 2, one can 
show using results from [F], Anhang 5, and from [G] that Sp2(B) = ESp2(B). 
Let 7c : A ~ K be the algebra homomorph ism whose kernel is the ideal S gen- 
erated by X. Then 7r induces a surjective group homomorph ism 
Sp2(A) ---+ Sp2(K). 
The kernel F of  this homomorph ism consists of  all matrices ("~) with 
a-  1 ,b ,c ,d -  1 c S. 
Let F,(resp. 1"2) be the subgroup of 1" generated by (01 ~)(resp. (I s 0)) with 
s E S, s symmetric. The method in the proof  of  Proposit ion 4.1 also shows the 
following result. 
Proposit ion 4.3. F is the coproduct Of Fl and 1"2. 
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